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What Our Clients Say
As the CEO and President of MTM Laboratories, I worked with Randy for 3 years. Randy
was referred to me by a senior executive colleague in the field, and I am happy to have
gotten this referral. Randy worked on 10 searches on the sales and marketing needs of the
company. MTM was an early stage diagnostics company in the early stages of
commercialization which made personnel requirements very specific. Randy not only
addressed many of our personnel needs, but of equal importance, did it with the utmost
commitment and professionalism to delivering the best people for the tasks. The
discussions were always open and constructive in the process, and Randy was always
available to talk. He was responsive to our needs and open to the feedback on candidates in
the pursuit of excellence.
Robert Silverman
President & CEO
MTM Laboratories

Randy, and The Weatherhills Group, have been fantastic to work with. They have helped
NeoDiagnostix recruit numerous Clinical Laboratory Scientists over the last three years to
work within our diagnostic testing laboratory. The quality of the candidates identified by
Randy has been higher than any other group we have worked with. His management of the
recruiting process and the candidates' expectations has been immensely helpful and
enabled us to identify suitable candidates faster and with greater success than we have
experienced previously.
Greg Endress
Chief Scientific Officer
NeoDiagnostix

Over the course of the last twelve years I have come to rely upon The Weatherhills Group
as a trusted business partner in the identification and hiring of top sales professionals.
During that time I have hired over 40 individuals through this collaboration. The
Weatherhills Group can be counted on to bring forth qualified individuals that meet specific
requirements. Working with The Weatherhills Group has actually saved money. Because of
their speed in identifying top talent, I have shortened the time of the selection process and
significantly reduced the “time to full productivity” metric.
Edwin Herrington
Sr. Director of Sales
BD Diagnostics

The Weatherhills Group is comprised of professionals who are committed to the excellence
and delivering to the needs of their customers. Having worked with Randy Dennis and his
team, as both a candidate and as a hiring manager, I was impressed with their attention to
detail and the amount of time each of the team members spent with me. They worked
diligently to understand my goals and the necessary skills needed to do the job. As a hiring
manager, Randy and his team developed a fundamental understanding of the ideal
candidate(s) for the position and sought to bring forward the right candidates. This is an
incredibly valuable part of our relationship – as I trust they will find the right people for the
position.
In my experience in the healthcare industry over the past 15 years, The Weatherhills Group
is the most professional and dependable executive and managerial search firm I have had
the pleasure of working with, both personally and professionally.
Kevin Stacy
Area Sales Director
Ventana Medical Systems - Member of the Roche Group

We view The Weatherhills Group as a trusted partner for our business. Their process for
identifying and qualifying candidates has been very effective for us. They have consistently
delivered top notch talent for us even in hard-to-fill positions where others were
unsuccessful. They remain our go-to source for recruiting.
Richard Pinnola
CEO
NeoDiagnostix

The Weatherhills Group has been a vital partner in my recruitment efforts over the past
four years. Randy Dennis and his team have taken the time to understand our company and
the candidates we're looking for. They make sure the candidates not only have the skill sets
needed, but that they also fit into the culture of the company. The entire Weatherhills team
is very responsive to my needs and is always ready to go the extra mile to help me find high
quality candidates. I would not hesitate to use The Weatherhills Group for future needs
because I feel confident that they'll be able to surpass my expectations.
Mike Mersinger
District Manager – Midwest
Bard Medical

I have used Randy Dennis and The Weatherhills Group for the last three years. They have
consistently provided excellent candidates and have helped me fill several open medical
sales positions. I can always depend on them to be extremely thorough and detailed
throughout the hiring process.
Rick Schulz
District Manager – Southeast
Bard Medical Division – Home Care Urology

